The "e ective eddy force" (upper left) and the time-mean eddy vorticity ux divergence (lower left) (color) both showing a change in sign of the eddy forcing at a downstream location that de nes the location of maximum recirculation transport. Examination of the downstream evolution of the vorticity gradient of the time-mean jet (right) reveals that this downstream location is set by where the time-mean jet is rst stabilized to the necessary condition for its instability. i) the eddy e ect depends on the zonallyevolving stability of the time-mean jet LESSONS LEARNED FROM AN IDEALIZED MODEL
. The "e ective eddy force" in the TEM framework (color) overlaid on contours of the time-mean streamfunction with the location of maximum time-mean recirculation transport indicated by the xs. Eddies act to stabilize the here barotropically unstable jet by decelerating the jet at its axis and accelerating it at its anks. They force the recirculations by accelerating anking westward ows then decelerating them downstream of the location of maximum time-mean recirculation transport.
ii) eddies drive the recirculations downstream of jet stabilization Similarities in the pattern of this dominant contribution with that of a wave radiator model (right), suggest that the mechanism responsible for the eddy-driving of the recirculation gyres in the jet con guration is eddy recti cation from waves/eddies generated by a localized source downstream of jet stabilization.
Here the localized forcing is being supplied by a localized concentration of eddy energy that results from the stabilization of the jet as it ows downstream.
3. The addition of baroclinicity and baroclinic instability does not signi cantly alter the barotropic mechanism responsible for the eddy-driving of the recirculations.
Fig. 7.
Demonstration that eddies generated by an unstable jet drive weakly depth-dependent time-mean recirculations regardless of the stability con guration of the upstream jet that is the source of the eddy variability. Baroclinic instability delays (in x) the barotropic mechanisms responsible for the eddy-driving of the recirculations, and thickness uxes force lower layer recirculations at the expense of upper layer recirculation strength.
INTRODUCTION
The Kuroshio Extension System Study (KESS) is a large-scale observational program of the Kuroshio Extension investigating the processes that govern the jet's eddy variability and the role of eddy uxes in driving the jet's recirculation gyres. Motivated by the KESS observations, we examine the nature and the importance of mesoscale eddy-mean ow interactions in Western Boundary Current (WBC) jet systems from both theoretical and observational perspectives. We use the KESS observations to design the set-up of an idealized quasi-geostrophic numerical model, and use it to study the role of eddies in determining the time-mean ow in the zonal evolution of a baroclinic, unstable, boundary-forced jet. We next test the relevance of these idealized results to actual oceanic WBC jet systems through the comparison of model predictions and observational results. Fig. 9 . A comparison of the downstream evolution of time-mean jet-gyre structure in the upper layer of an appropriate model run (left) with the observed time-mean jet-gyre structure at 250 m from a series of mooring arrays (middle), and the observed time-mean stream-coordinate description of the surface jet structure from the 14-year altimetry record (right). Downstream locations for the comparisons were chosen to be similar to the downstream locations of the mooring arrays relative to the time-mean eddy kinetic energy (EKE) distribution. The observed evolution shows several similarities with model behaviour such as a strengthening and sharpening of the jet and the development of westward recirculations upstream of the EKE maximum, and the weakening and broadening of the jet and the weakening of recirculation strength downstream of this location. Fig. 10-11 . A comparison of the downstream evolution of eddy properties for an appropriate model run (right) and the observed system (left). Figure  10 shows the time-mean covariance ellipses computed from the depth-averaged mooring observations in the case of the observed system. Both the model and the observations show the same dynamically signi cant pattern of positive ellipse tilt north of the jet axis and negative ellipse tilt south of the jet axis (consistent with an unstable jet regime) upstream of the EKE maximum, to the reverse pattern (consistent with a wave radiator regime) downstream of the EKE maximum . Figure 11 compares the e ective eddy force computed from the altimetry record in the case of the observed system. The observations suggest of a similar transition from westward to eastward forcing across the downstream location of maximum recirculation transport as seen in the model system. 2. Zonal variation is key to the mechanism that permits eddies to drive the time-mean ow.
Consistencies in the downstream evolution of time-mean jet-gyre properties

Consistencies in the downstream evolution of eddy properties
